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DATE ISSUED:  October 11, 2018    REPORT NO. HRB-18-050 
 
HEARING DATE: October 25, 2018 
 
SUBJECT:  ITEM #5 – Mut kula xuy/ Mut lah hoy ya Site #9 
 
RESOURCE INFO: California Historical Resources Inventory Database (CHRID) link 
 
APPLICANT:  Island Architects and Casa El Mirador; represented by Brian F. Smith and   
  Associates 
 
LOCATION:  Address Restricted, La Jolla Community, Council District 1 
 
DESCRIPTION: Consider the designation of the property above as a historical resource. 
 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION   
 
Designate the Mut kula xuy/ Mut lah hoya Site #9 as a historical resource under HRB Criterion A. The 
designation applies to the site only and excludes the 1923 two-story residence and all other above-ground 
structures currently located on the premises.  This recommendation is based on the following finding: 
 

The resource is a special element of the City’s archeological and cultural development.  Specifically, 
the resource is associated with the Mut kula xuy/ Mut lah hoy ya site known to be of cultural 
significance to the Kumeyaay tribes of San Diego. 
 

BACKGROUND   
 
This item is being brought before the Historical Resources Board in conjunction with a proposed building 
modification or demolition of a structure of 45 years or more, consistent with San Diego Municipal Code 
Section 143.0212.  The site is located in an area with known archaeological and cultural significance, within 
the urbanized community of La Jolla.  The existing on-site residence was constructed in 1923 with substantial 
modifications shortly after. The structure was previously reviewed by Historical Resources staff through a 
Single Discipline Preliminary Review PTS #475866. During that review, it was determined that the above-
ground structure was not eligible for historic designation under any adopted HRB Criteria and the applicant 
was advised of the archaeologically sensitive nature of the property. 
 
The historic name of the resource, the Mut kula xuy/Mut lah hoy ya Site #9, has been identified consistent 
with the Board’s adopted naming policy and reflects the Kumeyaay name for the area.  
 
 
 
 

http://sandiego.cfwebtools.com/search.cfm?local=true&res_id=18039&local_id=1&display=resource&key_id=3502
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ANALYSIS 

 

A cultural resources study was prepared by Brian F. Smith & Associates, which concludes that the property 

lies within an area of La Jolla with known significant cultural sensitivity associated with the Mut kula xuy/Mut 

lah hoy ya site and that the resource is significant under HRB Criterion A. Staff concurs that the property is a 

significant historical resource under HRB Criterion A. This determination is consistent with the Guidelines for 

the Application of Historical Resources Board Designation Criteria, as follows. 

 

CRITERION A - Exemplifies or reflects special elements of the City’s, a community’s or a neighborhood’s historical, 

archaeological, cultural, social, economic, political, aesthetic, engineering, landscaping or architectural 

development. 

 

The subject property is located within the mapped boundaries of a regionally significant archaeological site 

known as the Spindrift Site, (CA-SDI-39/17,372, SDMM-W-1).  This site encompasses a large habitation area 

known to its Kumeyaay inhabitants as Mut kula xuy/Mut lah hoy ya (place of many caves). The area is 

composed of several large midden areas, temporary camps, pottery and lithic scatters, various shell scatters, 

and burials found throughout multiple, consecutive layers representative of different cultural phases found in 

the San Diego region. The 20-acre knoll, historically known as the Richards Tract and the La Jolla Vista Tract, 

was originally investigated and recorded by Malcolm Rogers during the late 1920s, and by James Moriarty in 

the 1960s, and has been associated with occupations by groups from the La Jolla Complex and the Late 

Prehistoric Kumeyaay.   

 

The HRB’s first designation of a portion of the Mut kula xuy/Mut lah hoy ya site was in 1999 (HRB #390).  

Other portions of the site (HRB #638, #813, #818, #885, #891, #976 and #1175) were designated between 

2003 and 2015.  Previously, the HRB considered whether to develop a policy of pre-designating the entire 

Spindrift site so that property owners would be informed before they embark on projects with the potential 

to adversely impact the significant site.  Administrative issues associated with this approach resulted in a 

continuation of parcels being considered on a case-by-case basis as projects are processed through the 

Development Services Department. 

 

The archaeological assessment program for the project site included a field investigation and subsurface 

excavations to evaluate resource significance. The initial subsurface excavations included 14 shovel tests 

(STPs) and two one-square-meter test units that were excavated to explore the potential for subsurface 

cultural deposits.  Subsequently, an additional nine STPs were excavated in order to further refine the 

variation in density of the deposit across the site.  The investigations were conducted using standard 

archaeological protocol and were carried out between November of 2016 and July of 2017. Given the sensitive 

nature of the site, a Native American monitor from Red Tail Monitoring & Research, Inc. was present for all 

archaeological investigations.   

 

The entire property was closely inspected for artifacts during the cultural resources survey.  Cultural 

materials, including marine shell, identified on the surface indicate the presence of elements of the 

prehistoric village complex referred to as the Spindrift Archaeological District.  

The limited subsurface investigation consisted of a total of 23 shovel tests and two test units.  STPs on the 

edges of the property only produced minimal recovery within a disturbed soil matrix.  A denser deposit was 

encountered on a portion of the property that had been previously impacted by grading but some of the 

midden remained.  Excavations from this area included a moderate density of shell and an increased density 

of debitage, faunal bone, ceramics and other artifacts.  One intact midden was encountered and produced a 

substantial quantity and variety of prehistoric materials, including lithic artifacts, pottery, ground stone, faunal 

bone and marine shell.  Artifacts included five bifaces, three angular hammers, an adze, manos, a metate 

fragment, a pestle, and a pendant.  Pottery recovered from the investigations appeared to be Tizon Brown 

Ware, commonly associated with the Late Prehistoric Kumeyaay occupation of SDI-39.  The faunal remains 
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from this site indicate that fish and small mammals were primary animal resources.  Excavations at the site 

did not encounter any in situ burials or cremations.   

The surface survey and subsurface investigation identified elements of SDI-39 within the boundaries of the 

subject property. Both disturbed and intact cultural deposits were discovered, both of which are common 

patterns within the Spindrift neighborhood due to the grading of lots between 1930 and 1950.   

Significance Statement: In summary, the project area overlies a portion of a regionally significant prehistoric 

archaeological site, SDI-39. This previously recorded site has documented research potential, human remains, 

and has been determined to be significant by the City. The recent archaeological program conducted at the 

project site, indicates the cultural deposit contains both disturbed levels associated with previous grading of 

the lot and intact deposits that have been capped by the disturbed levels and the existing residence. Due to 

the significant nature of Site SDI-39, cultural deposits throughout this La Jolla neighborhood, coupled with the 

discovery of a range of habitation debris within the property, staff recommends designation as a Historical 

Resource under HRB Criterion A. 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Designation brings with it the responsibility of maintaining the site in accordance with the Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards. The benefits of designation include flexibility in the application of other regulatory 

requirements; the use of the Historical Conditional Use Permit which allows flexibility of use; and other 

programs which vary depending on the specific site conditions and owner objectives.  Because the historical 

resource does not include any above-ground buildings or structures, this property, should it be designated, 

would not at this time qualify for the Mills Act Program.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the information submitted and staff's field check, it is recommended that the the Mut kula xuy/ Mut 

lah hoya Site #9 be designated as a historical resource under HRB Criterion A. The designation applies to the 

site only and excludes the 1923 two-story residence and all other above-ground structures currently located 

on the premises.   

_________________________ 

Suzanne Segur  

Associate Planner 

_________________________ 

Kelley Stanco 

Senior Planner/HRB Liaison

Planning Department 
SS/ks 

Attachment(s): 

1. Draft Resolution

2. Updated SDI-39 DPR Form Continuation Sheets (under separate cover)

3. Applicant’s Cultural Resource Study (under separate cover)

4. Confidential Appendix to Applicant’s Cultural Resources Study (under separate cover)



 

 

RESOLUTION NUMBER  

ADOPTED ON 10/25/2018 

WHEREAS, the Historical Resources Board of the City of San Diego held a noticed public hearing on 

10/25/2018, to consider the historical designation of the Mut kula xuy/ Mut lah hoy ya Site #9 (owned by 

Casa El Mirador LLC, Not permitted to list) located at Not permitted to list, APN:  000-000-00-00, further 

described as  in the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, State of California; and 

 WHEREAS, in arriving at their decision, the Historical Resources Board considered the historical 

resources report prepared by the applicant, the staff report and recommendation, all other materials 

submitted prior to and at the public hearing, inspected the subject property and heard public testimony 

presented at the hearing; and 

 WHEREAS, the property would be added to the Register of Designated Historical Resources as Site 

No. 0, and 

 WHEREAS, designated historical resources located within the City of San Diego are regulated by the 

Municipal Code (Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2) as such any exterior modifications (or interior if any interior 

is designated) shall be approved by the City, this includes but is not limited to modifications to any windows 

or doors, removal or replacement of any exterior surfaces (i.e. paint, stucco, wood siding, brick), any 

alterations to the roof or roofing material, alterations to any exterior ornamentation and any additions or 

significant changes to the landscape/ site. 

NOW, THEREFORE, 

 BE IT RESOLVED, the Historical Resources Board based its designation of the Mut kula xuy/ Mut lah 

hoy ya Site #9 on the following findings:   

(1) The property is historically significant under CRITERION A as a special element of the City’s 

archaeological and cultural development associated with the Mut kula xuy/Mut lah hoy ya site known to be of 

cultural significance to the Kumeyaay tribes of San Diego. This finding is further supported by the staff report, 

the historical research report, and written and oral evidence presented at the designation hearing. 

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, in light of the foregoing, the Historical Resources Board of the City of San 

Diego hereby approves the historical designation of the above named property.  The designation includes the 

parcel and exterior of the building as Designated Historical Resource Site No. . 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the designation shall exclude the two-story 1923 residence and all other 

above-ground structures.  

 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Secretary to the Historical Resources Board shall cause this resolution 

to be recorded in the office of the San Diego County Recorder at no fee, for the benefit of the City of San 

Diego, and with no documentary tax due. 

Vote:  N/A 

      BY:  ________________________________ 

               DAVID MCCULLOUGH, Chair 

               Historical Resources Board 

APPROVED: MARA W. ELLIOTT,   

CITY ATTORNEY    BY:  _______________________________ 

    JEREMY JUNG, 

                       Deputy City Attorney 




